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To all whom it may concern:
point, that is, tenths, hundredths, thou
Be it known that I, JAMES MARK McGIN sandths, etc.
NIs BARR, a citizen of the United States of The letter E combined with the counter
America, and residing at 68 Victoria Street, letters signifies result, since the counters
London, S. W. 1, England, have invented shown are arranged for recording the result

certain new and useful Improvements in of an addition, subtraction or multiplication,

55

Calculating Machines, of which the follow while in general the machine # be pro
ing is a specification.
vided with a second similar set of counters
for representing totals.
This
invention
relates
to
calculating
ma
10 chines of the kind in which discrete num
At the lower part of Figure 1 there are
bers (by which I mean numbers expressing shown a number of contacts b which are
ounds, shillings, and pence, or tons, hun adapted to co-operate with a brush or the
?? quarters, etc.) typed or regis like actuated by a distributor or other means
tered by the operator are converted into depending upon the carriage position of the
decimal or other notation before being trans typewriter, or other factor determining the
ferred to the counting or computing mecha denomination of any particular key de
In 18Rn.
pressed, the respective carriage positions be
The object of the present invention is to ing indicated by the figures I, II, III, etc. to
provide calculating machines of the above XXI. The distributor is impulsed syn 70
20 character with means whereby the decimal chronously with the typing impulses given
or other notation may be converted into any by the operator, or alternatively by the ma
other system of numerics or into a system of chine itself automatically when printing an
discrete numbers either for the purpose of answer. To make the significance of the fig
exhibiting
these numbers visibly to be read ures I, II, III, etc. clear let it be assumèd 75
25 or to cause them to be automatically printed. that the counters stand as follows:—
The accompanying drawings illustrate
?7 4?. ?,
?0 ?0 0? .. v6 w7 y8 z1 ?2 ?5
diagrammatically one convenient arrange
0,
ment and disposition of machine in accord
ance with my invention.
representing a sterling line, then, since, 80
Figure 1 is a diagram showing the com .678.125 of a pound is equal to 13 shillings
puting mechanism and connections to print and 6% pence, the machine will print
ing arrangements.
7 4 0 , 0 0 0 — —.I 3
Figures 2 and 3 are diagrams represent II
III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 85
ing
co-ordinators
for
converting
decimal
35 notation into discrete numbers, and
— — — 6
#
Figure 4 is a diagram showing certain of
XIII XIV XV XVI XVII
the counters and illustrating one example of
conversion from decimals on the counters to It will be seen that the distributor causes
discrete
numbers on the printing or exhibit nothing to be printed in the positions IX, X
40 ing mechanism.
and XIV for a sterling line, thus giving the
In carrying my invention into effect I ????? spaces between the pounds and
provide ? machine with any number of shillings and pence.
counters a of suitable form, the number of The printer relays actuating the printing
which depends upon the capacity of the ma lever of the typing or other printing ma 95
45 chine, and in the example illustrated I have chine are indicated at c and the contacts d
indicated these counters with the letters K, are adapted to be controlled by a switch e
L, M, C, T, U, V, W, Y, Z, A, B, where K which I will refer to as the printer transfer
represents hundreds of thousands, L tens of switch.
thousands, M thousands, C hundreds, T tens, The arrangement is such that for printing 100
50 U units, and the letters V, W, Y, Z, A, B
the highest denominations down to and in
represent the numbers following the decimal cluding unity, the figures registered on the
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counters are printed by the machine by will make the contacts shown for that posi
means of direct connected circuits closed suc tion which will cause a current to flow from

cessively for each counter, the counters be:
counter W along the circuit reserved for
ing each provided with a contact arm &’ the
W
at
the value 7. This causes the switch g
(Figure 4), which is turned, during the oper to operate
and latch shut. (Note: Various 70
ation of the counters, to a position deter switches remain latched closed until released

mined by the number shown on the counter. by the unlatchers at the end of line.)

Thus, if the counter. L (for tens of thou
sands),
stands at 4, the distributor, when it
10 moves to the position marked III in the line,
will send a current (by means of a brush
moved by the distributor) through the ap
propriate distributor contact b, through the
15

Therefore
the contacts g’ controlled by g
will remain closed until released at the end

of the operation. This set of contacts is
closed as a preliminary to further actions
(to be explained), and in the position X
nothing is required to be printed.
counter arm in counter L. E.; through the The distributor will next arrive at posi
wire 4 leading therefrom, through the cor tion XI and it is to be remembered that in
responding switches d' and d and through this position the tens of shillings (if any)
the printer relay 4 which prints the figure 4 are to be printed. In this case the contacts
om fhe paper in position III which is re

75

shown are closed and since the counter V

20

served for the denomination tens of thou stands at 6 a current will traverse the con

sands. This operation is performed for any
denomination down to and including unity.
When the distributor reaches the position
IX it co-operates with the contact f to actu
ate the printer transfer switch e in such a
manner as to open the contacts d, thus break
ing the direct connection between the coun
ters and the printer relays.
In such a case the connection from the V,
W, Y, Z, A, B counters can only be made

?uctQr a* shown, in the example and print,

85

by direct operation of the printer relay c',
the figure 1 in position XI.
In position XII, which is the place for
units of shillings in the answer, the dis
tributor makes the appropriate contact.
The counter V being at 6 a current is made
to flow from the V counter through the con
ductor a* and since g' was previously closed
30 to the printer relays through what I term the circuit is completed to print the figure
units of shillings, which is correct in 95
co-ordinators which consists of electromag 3theforexample
chosen. In other words, since
nets having co-ordinated relations in con V is at 6 and W
is at 7 the decimal for pound
nection with sets of contacts which operate Sterling is .67 etc.
and this can only result
these
magnets
and
contacts
which
are
oper
from
a
shillings
value
of 13. If any other
35 ated by the magnets, such that when the
example of decimal value were taken the 100
value of the first digit is co-ordinated with operation for interpretation would be simi
the second and these with the third and so
lar and correct results would be attained.

40
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on I cause to be excited and to operate a
magnet appropriate to the pre-calculated This is because, for any system of discrete

converted value of the digits.
Two of such co-ordinators are shown in
Figures 2 and 3 with their co-related dis
tributor positions. In these figures the ref
erences F. D., P represent respectively frac
tions of pence, units of pence and tens of
pence, and it will be seen that the P, D, F
conductors are made alive respectively in
the
distributor positions XV, XVI and
XVII.
The 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 conductors
shown in the central part of Figure 1 are
also shown in the upper parts of Figures 2
and 3 and by working through any particu
lar example of calculation shown in deci
mal system on the counters it will be seen
that the converted value is printed by the
printing mechanism. Thus, taking the
above example of the setting of the coun
ters, it has been shown how the higher de
nominations down to and including unity
are printed, and it now remains to be shown
how .678.125 is converted and printed as 13
shillings and 6% pence.
Referring to Figure 4 it will be seen that
the distributor, on reaching the position X

quantities dealt with I predetermine the co
ordinate meaning of all possible values of 105
the group of digits and utilize their rela
tions to interpret the values and to print
the required result.
The next position is XIII and here the
distributor utilizes the blank space in the 110
answer to determine which of the set of Y
relay switches shall operate.
The counter Y being at 8 a particular re
lay is operated and this closes a set of pre
determined contacts cº which analysis of the 115
requirements of sterling values show to be
peculiar to the value of Y. That is to say,
that when the denomination represented by
Y is at a given value there is a set of sev
eral particular values for pence which cor 120
respond to that given value of Y. As to
which of these several values of pence will
be required in an answer there is an inher
ent ambiguity until the concomitant value
of W is taken into consideration, and this 125
is done by the distributor in the next posi
tion but one. . Note: In the next position,
i. e., 15, there is in this example no value to
be printed. That is to say, in the example
chosen, the value of W being 6, when the 130
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appropriate

10

15

20

itional contacts are closed in

itiön XVI the correct value of pence will
printed as indicated by the thick lines.
A relay h operated by the current from
the counter W closes contacts h’ predeter
mined to be closed by it and these contacts
in conjunction with those previously closed
by
the current from Y counter cause the 6
to be printed.

machine or printed by the machine and I
may modify the arrangements for trans
ferring the results from the counters to the
printing, mechanisms, the means , for con
verting decimals or other notation into other
systems of numerics depending upon the
character of machine to which the invention
is to be applied or any practical require

ments that may have to be fulfilled.
Claims:
75
relays when operated from the counter Y 1. In a calculating machine means for
close and latch shut a whole horizontal row converting a number in the decimal system
of contacts (such as cº, ready for use when of notation into the equivalent number or
It must be understood that each of the Y

the W counter operates to send current
through a particular set of horizontal con
tacts.
When the position XVI is reached the W
contacts h” shown for this position are closed
by the distributor, and simultaneously the

wire marked D XVI is joined by the dis
tributor to a positive pole so that a current

flows along the wire h" to the printer relay
6 and the figure 6 is printed. . .

In the next position XVII the W con;

tacts h” for this position are again closed
and simultaneously the wire
XVII is

joined by the distributor to the positive pole.
n this case in this position XVII current
flows to find the fraction 3 as required, and
the # is printed.
If the decimal values chosen as example
had been different the results would have
been different, but the mode of interpreta

numbers in a denominational system com 80

prising a series of counters, each of which
isandcapable
of giving indication of all digits
corresponds to a predetermined position

in the decimal system of notation, printing
means indicating the number in the denomi 85
national system, and electrical means inter
posed between the printing means, and the
counters and selectively controlled by the
counters, said electrical means controlling
the printing means to indicate the number
90
in the denominational system.
2. In a calculating machine the combina
tion of a series of counters, each of which is

capable of giving indication of all digits and
corresponds to a predetermined position in 95
the decimal system of notation, said counters
indicating a decimal fraction of pounds
sterling, means for indicating the equivalent
in shillings, pence and fractions thereof, a
tion would have been the same. It is to be plurality of electric circuits selectively con
noted that if the value of the W counter trolled by the decimal counters to convert 100
had been 4 or 9 a value would have been the decimal fraction into the equivalent in
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rinted in all these positions XV, XVI, shillings, pence and fractions thereof, and
VII, that is 1, 1 and #, meaning tens of means for operating said first mentioned
nce 1, units of ???? 1, fractions of pence II.188. IlS.
. This means, had the example been W 3. In a calculating machine, a series of 105
counter at 4 or 9 and Y counter at 8 the counters indicating an integral number of
pence,
value would have been 113:
pounds
sterling, a series of counters indicat
It is to be understood that all discrete ing
a decimal fractional number of pounds
numbers can be interpreted in the manner sterling, a series of printer relays, means
explained for pounds, shillings and pence whereby
the said printer relays are electri 110
provided that it is predetermined by co cally connected to and selectively operated
ordination what values of decimal digits by the first series of counters until visual
represent particular results in the discrete indication
of the integral number of pounds
system.
sterling is transmitted, and means whereby 115
??????????? the number of co-ordinating said printer relays are disconnected from
parts
??? oyed will vary according to the said first series of counters and electrically
system of discrete numerics employed, but connected to said second series of counters,
the relations of distributor, contacts, relays, a plurality of electrical coordination circuits
switches and final printing of digits will interposed between the said second series
follow the line of this invention without a of counters and the relays whereby the re 120
deviation from the principles here laid lays are caused to indicate the equivalent
down.
number of shillings and pence.
It will be understood that the foregoing 4. In a calculating machine, a series of
details are given by way of illustration onl counters indicating an integral number of
since the invention may be applied wit pounds sterling, a plurality of electrical 125
ual effect and like advantage to any form circuits controlled by the said, counters,
? calculating machine in which the con rinter relays in the said circuits, means
version from the decimal or other notation or electrically connecting said relays to said
into some other system of numerics is re counters and for disconnecting said relays

quired before the result can be read on the from said counters after the printing of ??????

100

+=
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integral number, a second series of counters
indicating a decimal fraction of pounds
sterling, a plurality of electrical circuits
fi by the second series of counters
5 and connected to said series of printer re
lays to convert the fraction of pounds
sterling into the equivalent of shillings and
pence.

5. The structure recited in claim 4 in com

bination with a series of relays for the 1
indication of fractional pence and coordina
tor electric circuits responsive to and con
trolled by the decimal fractional counters.
. In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification.
JAMES MARK McGINNIS BARR.

